How to use
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Apply suitable amount of
hand sanitizer
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Soaked fingertips into
the hand sanitizer
and mix gently.
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Rub the thumbs

Product name

Packaging

Qty/carton

JAN code

4958286036557

2600181

Elepha Gel 60mL

1 bottle

10 bottles ×
12 boxes

2600182

Elepha Gel 150mL

1 bottle

10 bottles ×
6 boxes

4958286061887

2600183

Elepha Gel 350mL

1 bottle

10 bottles

4958286036564

3087666

Pink Customised
Elepha Gel pochette
(for 150mL bottle)

1 pc

20 pcs ×
10 boxes

4958286706412

3087663

Navy Customised
Elepha Gel pochette
(for 150mL bottle)

1 pc

20 pcs ×
10 boxes

4958286706986

3087669

Elepha Gel
pochette waist belt

1 pc

50 pcs ×
12 boxes

4958286706993

Rub nails against palm

Rub the wrists

Elepha Gel

Keep away from fire

Attention
Don’ts
Do not use on the following body parts (failure to do so
may make the condition worsened).
Wounded skin
Around the eyes, mucosa (eyes, mouth, nose etc).

Doctor consultation

1. The following users should consult a doctor before
using.
Users who are receiving medical treatment.
Users who are allergic to any medication.
2. The following symptoms may occur after using this
products. In that case, please stop using using this
product and consult a doctor immediately.
Body Part
Skin

Product
code
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5

Rub between fingers

<<Product Specifications>>

(Instruction card will also be provided)

Symptoms
Itching, rashes

Contents and compositions in 100mL
Ethanol 83mL
Additives: Sodium hyaluronate, glycerol,
tocopherol acetate, carboxyvinyl polymer,
triethanolamine, eight acetyl sucrose.
Functions and effects
To disinfect and clean fingers and skins
Usage and amount
Press for suitable amount of hand sanitizer, apply and rub
thoroughly.
Storage and attention
Avoid direct sunlight and store the product in a cool
place.
Keep out of children.
Do not replace the current container with aother
container (might cause misusage and deterioration in
quality).
Avoid direct contact with clothings, direct contact may
cause color fading.
Use up as soon as possible once opened.
Keep out of fire.
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